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Abstract 
This paper is a study of the existence of solutions of Stefan-like problems describing solidification and melting of rock 
and metallic alloys. The governing equations are derived and the model problem is given. The main result represents he 
existence theorem. The proof proceeds by a regularization of the nonlinear degenerated terms and of the nondifferentiable 
functional j(.). Sequences of regularized solutions are obtained by the Galerkin approximations. For proving the solution 
monotonicity arguments are used. The problem investigated represents he model problem of solidification and melting as 
well as simulation of geodynamic processes in the Earth and simulation of critical situations (e.g. explosions of HLRWDSs) 
in regions, where high-level radioactive waste disposal systems (HLRWDSs) will be situated. 
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1. Introduction 
Many physical processes connected with heat flow and diffusion involving phase-change phenom- 
ena give rise to free boundary problems for parabolic partial differential equations of the Stefan 
type. Historically, the first paper was given by Joseph Stefan (1835-1893) [35] and was concerned 
with the melting of ice at 0°C. A concept of weak solution of the Stefan problem was introduced 
by Kamenomotskaya [16, 17] and was then analyzed by means of smoothing techniques as devel- 
oped in [10, 19, 31] and of monotonicity methods developed by Brezis [2] and Lions [21]. A very 
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rich literature xists for numerical solutions of Stefan problems. The problem is nonlinear so that 
numerically the problem was solved by finite difference and finite element methods, e.g. [9, 30, 5, 
13, 14, 8, 27, 28, 34]. and in variational inequality approach in [6, 32], etc. The algorithms are 
then based on the nonlinear SOR method, developed e.g. in [38, 39, 8] or on nonlinear conjugate 
gradient method. The coupled contact-two-phase Stefan-like problem is solved in [24-26]. 
The interest of geophysical nd technological disciplines for numerical modelling has encouraged 
the development of corresponding numerical methods. Not only in geodynamics but also in tech- 
nological practice, processes connecting with heating (melting and recrystallization) and freezing 
(solidification) play an important role instead of processes connecting with moving masses. As a 
first step, simulations related to this topic consist in studying the macroscopic heat transfer mecha- 
nism, modelled by the so-called two-phase Stefan problem. Since problems connecting with melting, 
recrystallization aswell as solidification play an important role in geodynamic processes in the core, 
mantle and as well as in the lithosphere of the Earth, investigations of corresponding high per- 
formance numerical methods have a great importance for simulation and further understanding of
the geodynamic processes inside the Earth. At present it is applied to the modelling and simulation 
geomechanic and geodynamic processes in regions where the high level radioactive waste repositories 
will be built. In "classical" problems of technology the two-phase Stefan problems with convection 
in the fluid phase are investigated [1, 4]. Similar problems are applied also in geodynamics [33]. 
In both problems the rheology is taken as Newtonian rheology oftentimes in the Bussinesq's ap- 
proximation [1, 12, 33]. This approximation depends on Rayleigh's, Prandtl's, etc. numbers, which 
change in relatively great value intervals. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to give an optimal 
method, i.e., optimal from the better physical and rheological approximation point of view as well 
as from the high performance computation possibility point of view. The Bingham rheology is an 
optimal rheology as for the case if the threshold of plasticity 0 is equal to zero, then we have the 
usual present case of Newtonian rheology and if the threshold of plasticity 0 ~ cx~ then the medium 
is absolutely rigid and between them we can model all types of visco-plastic materials. It is evident 
that both results can be compared because the threshold of plasticity is determined by the Mises 
relation, hence by the velocities of seismic P and S waves and the density (Lam6 coefficients and 
density). Therefore the approximation of the rheology inside the Earth is close to reality. Moreover, 
together with two-phase Stefan problem the approximation of the reality is much more realistic. It is 
evident hat similar considerations are also valid for the technological problems. 
It is evident hat due to the extremely complicated shape of the front for melting, recrystallization 
or solidification, respectively, cannot be described in full. As a result we practically obtain the phase 
change zones only, as the forecast of the fine geometry would need a very expensive computation 
as well as the necessity of regularity of the front, where both phases are parallelly at the same time 
(the so-called mushy zone). To study these problems we have proposed to average variables over 
the phases [37] so that instead of the fine geometry, a smoother phase change zone is investigated. 
The principle of this average is based on the integration of the variables over an elementary domain, 
where each variable is in its own phase. The effect of these averaging processes are to define 
zones of intermediate state (mushy zones), in between both phases. Within these mushy zones, the 
relative proportion of each phase is given by the volumic fractions fs, fL, where fs + fL ---- 1. In the 
mushy zones both phases are microscopically parallelly present. From the mathematical point of 
view the mushy zones mean the regions where the operator of heat equation is degenerated. In the 
phase diagram, this corresponds to the phase changes either at null concentration a d temperature of
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melting (fusion), or at concentration c from the interval, corresponding to the concentration for which 
the solid rock begins to melt and the concentration for which the liquid rock begins to solidify and 
eutectic temperature, i.e., temperature, under which no liquid remains, whatever the concentration. 
The latent heat represents he energy necessary for a complete change of phase of a unit volume at 
a temperature of fusion (melting) and null concentration. 
2. Physical model 
The physical model is derived from the conservation principle. The conservation of momentum 
in its differential form gives the equation of motion, the mass conservation specifies the rocks as 
the incompressible rocks and gives also the solute equation. The energy conservation then gives the 
heat equation. The 'classical' approach in the phase change problems of the first order (melting, 
recrystallization, solidification) is based upon Boussinesq's hypothesis assuming that the density 
variation is neglected except in the force term. Then the obtained equation is valid in the liquid 
phase only when the solid phase is assumed to be static. These assumptions lead to the Navier- 
Stokes equations. But in this paper for better approximation of the rheology we shall assume that 
the rheology is of the visco-plastic Bingham's type. 
In the case of thermo-visco-plastic B ngham's rheology from the conservation of momentum we 
obtain the equations of motion 
+uk~xk } = ~-~xi +Pfi in 0×1, i , j=1,2(3) ,  I=(to, tl), (1) Pkat  
where u, are components of flow velocity vector, pf~ components of body forces. 
The stress-strain rate relation (the constituent law) can be derived from the dissipation function 
roD 0, where z~j is the stress tensor and D o is the strain-rate tensor defined as 
Dij = ~ \Dxj + Oxi]' i , j= 1,2(3), (2) 
assuming that the dissipation function depends only on the strain rate tensor, and where u = (ui) is 
the flow velocity vector. Then we can write 
zijDij = ~I(D) + ~2(D), 
where ~1 and ~2 are positive homogeneous functions of order 1 and 2, respectively, in the com- 
ponents of the strain rate tensor D. Let us put 
c~-@1 D 1 c~2 
~l = 0-b-~  k,, ~2--20Dk-----~Ok,. (3) 
Since, we shall assume that the rocks are incompressible, then 
d ivv=0,  i.e., D~=0,  (4) 
which follows from the mass conservation law. Hence, (3) and (2) we find 
zij = -p60+ ~ + ~ ~3D~--O.j' (5) 
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where p is a scalar, independent of the strain rate tensor D~j and represents he spherical part of the 
stress tensor and has a meaning of the pressure and 6ij is the Kronecker symbol. 
In the next, we shall assume that rocks are assumed to be isotropic, then the scalars 91 and 92 
are functions of the invariants of the strain rate tensor D~j only. For the case of the Bingham's 
rheology 
9 ~ r~1/2 1 
91  = .,~y/-.lll , 92 = 4/~Dlb Die = 5DijDij, (6) 
where DH is invariant of the strain rate tensor D0, and 9, fi represent the thresholds of plasticity 
and viscosity. Due to [29] the thermal stress z/~ satisfies 
=  ,j(r - to ) ,  
where fl~j is a coefficient of thermal expansion, T(x,  t), To(x), To(x )> O, are a temperature and an 
initial temperature in which the medium is in the initial stress-strain state. Thus the constituent law 
is as follows 
z,j = -pr i j  + ODijD~11/2 q- 2fiDij + flifi T - To), (7) 
having sense for Du¢ 0 only. To derive the inversion stress-strain rate relations for the Bingham's 
part of the stress tensor we first define the invariant of the stress tensor as 
1D D 
TII : 5"~ij'Cij, (8 )  
1 where z~ = zij - gz~,6~j is the deviator of the stress tensor. Then with (7) we find 
'171I = (0  -~- 2~D~I/2) . 
Hence, 
CU 
II />0, 
and thus 
-- 1/2 ~D Dij = (2fi)-l(1 -92  n J~ij" 
Hence and (6c) 
1 = (2fi)-2(z~/2 _ 0)2. Dri = 5DiiDij 
Then 
Dn=0 for 1/2 ql -0  ~< 0, i.e., 
and 
1/2  
fo r  I, ii ~ 0 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
1/2 Dn ¢ 0 fo r  "c~/2 - 0 > 0,  i.e., for "eli > 0" 
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Then the inverse constituent law in the thermo-Bingham rheology can be written in the form 
cl/2 Ii <<-O¢~Do=O, 
~.1/2 ^ --1/2x_D II >O~Dij-=(2~t)-l(1-g~u )zij+?q(T-To). (12) 
If 0 = 0, then (7) represents the constituent law for the Newtonian fluid, i.e., for the well-known 
viscous incompressible fluid. For 0 ~ ¢x~ we have the absolute rigid types of materials and for small 
0 we have the Bingham rheology closed to a Newtonian fluid. The last types of materials are closed 
to real rocks in the melted (strongly visco-plastic) parts of the Earth. Moreover, we see that the 
threshold of plasticity (yield point or yield limit) 0 is defined by the Mises' type relation 
1 D D ^2 5~;~i; ~< g . (13) 
The momentum equation in Bussinesq's approximation, representing the classical approach for 
melting and solidification, is valid in the liquid zone, since the solid is assumed to be static. The 
additional term M(fs(c, T))v in (1), based on empirical observations, describes the density variation 
in the mushy zone and means body forces. The density and the dynamic viscosity/~ are assumed to 
be piecewise constant. For the mushy zones the additional term M(fs)V was found [1, 12] as 
M(y) = C0y2(1- y)-3, Co an empirical constant, (14) 
and where the mushy zones are empirically modelled as a porous media. In Bingham's approximation 
both phases, liquid and solid, are represented by a strongly visco-plastic fluid, closed to viscous liquid 
and characterized by the lower value of the threshold of plasticity 0 in the first case, and by the 
viscous fluid with sufficiently high threshold of plasticity 0 in the second one, for which the volumic 
fractions are satisfied. 
The diffusion equation for rock's liquid mixture (metallic's alloy) follows from the mass conser- 
vation law 
0p 
dt  + div(pu) = O. (15) 
For rock mixtures (metallic alloys) the definition of velocity must be defined in a new way. 
If the diffusion is absent, then the composition of every given element of fluid remains unknown 
during its movement. This means that dc/dt = 0, i.e., 
de 
Ot + u grad c = 0. (16) 
This and (15) yield 
O(pc) ~---~ + div(upc) = O. (17) 
In the integral form (17) has the form 
ot / pcdx=- fi pcuds. (18) 
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In the case if the diffusion is assumed, then 
f ids ,  ~fpcdx=- fpcuds -  (19) 
where i denotes the density of diffusion flow. In the differential form (19) is as follows: 
O(pc) 
~t - -div(pcu) - div i. (20) 
From this and (15) we find 
p ~-+ugradc  =-d iv i  inOx I ,  (21) 
representing the equation of diffusion and where (see [20]) 
i = -pD(grad c + krT -I grad T + kpp-lgradp), (22) 
where D is the coefficient of diffusion, k~D represents the coefficient of thermodiffusion a d kpD 
represents he coeffÉcient of barodiffusion, T is the temperature, p is the pressure. 
Finally, the energy conservation law gives the generalized heat equation in the form 
pCe t3t q- u grad T(x, t) + pfloToeij(ti) 
--div(~c(T)grad T) + Qo(x,t, T) in Ot. (23) 
The coupled system of equations (1), together with (7), and (21 )-(23) gives the governing equations 
for melted and solidified materials. The boundary and initial conditions must then describe the real 
situation of the investigated problem. 
Remark. 'Liquid' phase shall mean the strongly visco-plastic material with a low threshold of plas- 
ticity 9(0 ~ 0) and a 'solid' phase shall mean the visco-plastic material with a threshold of plasticity 
0 to be sufficiently large. Moreover, we can put d----pD, where e.g., d ~ 10 -9 for AI-Si (A I2S iO4)  al- 
loy. Furthermore, the liquid concentration CL is the concentration c in the liquid zone (C=fLCL + fSCS, 
where fL, fs are the relative proportion of both phases-solid (visco-plastic) (S) and liquid (L), and 
fL + fs = 1), CS is the concentration c in solid visco-plastic phase. The diffusion factor d does not 
account for the different diffusivity of the solute in the liquid and solid (visco-plastic) phases. But 
both are very small, and the convective ffect easily override the diffusive one (e.g., d~ 10 -9 for 
A1-Si alloy). Moreover, compared to the heat diffusivity, the effect of the diffusion is much slower 
for the concentration. The body force term in (1) can be found as 
F(x, t, c, T) : pgx  3 -~- div(fl(T - To)) + pg(coCL(X, t, C, T) + cl T + c2), (24) 
where the first term corresponds to body forces due to the effect of gravity, the second one represents 
thermal stresses and the third one represents he effect due to the concentration f 'liquid' phase (or 
gas) in the rocks. The effects of friction and Joule's heat can also be assumed. 
- -  m - - l , s  ~ I  
We shall assume that the domain investigated g2 : [-Jz=l [-J~=l f2 , where denotes ubdomains 
of O characterized by the material properties and indices 's' characterize the domains with the phase 
changes of rocks (melting, recrystallization, solidification, respectively). 
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3. Mathematical formulation of the problem 
Let O = u,m=l ~'~'C I~ N, N = 2(3) be a bounded domain occupied by the interior of the Earth 
or its parts, or by a metal body in technological practice, respectively, with a smooth boundary 
ao  = F, u F, u ~,  ~ the set of zero measure. Let I = (to, tl ) and let aT = O x i, aOr = dO x 1, at = 
O x (to, t), DOt = gO x (to, t), t E I. We suppose that the components of DO are smooth enough to 
admit a normal n almost everywhere in the sense of the surface measure on aO. Moreover, we shall 
assume incompressible materials. Furthermore, we shall assume that F ''', z= 1,... ,m, s = 1,. . . , r ,  
denote n - 1 dimensional open sets in the relative topology of O, i.e. surfaces which divide O into 
r open sets O ''~. We denote the respective portions of the boundaries of I2 ''~ and f2 ''s+l by OO ''s 
and ao  ,,s+ a. We shall assume that the components F ''~ =-R"S(t) of F = U,,~ F"s are smooth enough 
to also admit normals v ',~ almost everywhere in the sense of the surface measures on £ ''~ =R"S(t). 
We shall assume that O ',s, O ''~+~ constitutes other state of materials, i.e., 'solid', 'liquid' or other 
types of recrystaUized rocks. Thus F ',~ =-R',~(t) denote the interfaces between two different phase 
states of rocks and we speak about the phase change boundaries or phase transitient boundaries 
(zones). Here O ''~, O ''~+~, F ',~ are unknowns that must be determined as part of the solution. We 
denote by T"~(x, t) the temperature of rocks in O ''~ and by u'#(x,t) and p"~(x,t) the velocity 
and pressure in O ''~ and by c"~(x,t) and q~','(x,t) the concentrations and sources of concentrations 
in f2 ''~. 
Then we shall investigate the nonstationary incompressible coupled two-phase Stefan-Bingham 
problem: 
Problem (#0). Consider the problem of finding functions T(x, t), u(x, t), p(x, t) and c(x,t) defined 
on the clossure ~" '  of open sets O ''~ such that O = m,,~ -"' and satisfying 
, ,  (or ,  ,at,'\ a ( ,  ar,  
PCe \ at "~-Uk-'~Xk) ~-P'~;jToeij(~t)=Q~o(X't)~--~iX i kKiJ-~xj ) (25) 
in O' × I, i,j = 1,2(3), 
p, ( a< , b a' +Uk~xk)-- -~xj+F / in x I ,  i , j=1 ,2(3) ,  (26) \&  
div u '=0 in O 'xL  (27) 
ac ~ 
+u'gradc'=2'Ac'+~o' in O 'x / ,  (28) 
at 
and boundary and initial conditions 
ac(x,t) 
T(x,t)= Tl(x,t)( =O), zij(x,t)ny =Poi(X,t), a-----~ -o  (29) 
on F~ x I, i,j = 1,2(3), 
aT(x, t) Dc(x, t) 
~:U Dxj ni=q(x,t), u(x,t) Ul(X,t), On --0 (30) 
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on F~ x I, i,j = 1,2(3), 
rs,,  = rL , ,  = ' 
s ,, J A 
' - -1 J  i -- K Vj = -- p"'L"Sv~ '  (31) 
on R"~(t), 
T'(x, to)=Td(x), u'(x, to)=U'o(X), c'(x, to)=C'o(X ) in f2', (32) 
where z u is defined by the constituent law (7) and where p,,S is a density associated with f2 ''s, T~ 's, 
T~ '~, T~ ~ are temperatures in f2 ''~, where rocks (metals) are in a solid-visco-plastic state (Ts ''s) or 
in a liquid (strongly visco-plastic with low threshold of plasticity 9) state (T~ '~) or temperatures of
phase changes, resp., f"s is a normal to the phase change boundary R',~(t)=--F ',s pointing towards 
f2'J, v v',~= ~O',~/at =_ ~?tO ',~ are the speeds of R"~(t) along v ''~, L ''~ are the latent heats of the phase 
changes (melting, recrystallization, solidification) (The latent heat represents the energy necessary 
for a complete phase change of a unit volume at melting temperature and null concentration. It is 
positive in the case of melting and recrystallization and negative in the case of solidification) and 
R"S(t) represent hypersurfaces lying in f2~ '~, f2~t are domains lying in f2~ '~ and bounded by R"S(t) 
and ~f2~ 's. Furthermore, let O',~(x, t) be a C 1 function in Or such that 
R"~(t)= {(x,t)Ef2r,  O"~(x,t)=O}, VxO"S(x,t)7~O on R"'(t), 
O"~(x,t)<O in I2~ ~ xI ,  O"S(x,t)>O in f2~ s x I  
and 
R( t )=UR"~(t ) ,  to<<.t<q 
ItS 
is the phase change or free boundary. The functions Tg(x), T~(x,t), Uo(X), Ul(X,t), Co(X) are the 
initial and boundary data on F, x I or Fu x 1, respectively, c'e(x ) are specific heat in f2', x~j(x) are 
the thermal conductivity in f2' and Q'(x, t), qg'(x, t) are thermal sources and sources of concentration, 
respectively, in [2' x I, t = 1,..., m. All the functions used in this paper are real values. Further, we 
shall investigate the 2D model problem (N = 2) only. 
To analyze the Stefan problem we shall introduce a new variable O by the Kirchhoff transformation 
T(x,t) 
O=G(x , t ,T )= x(x,t, 4)d~, (x,t)EI2t. 
dO 
Since Xo <<. x(x, t, 4) <<. Xl for (x, t, 4) C I2 x 1 x R, x0, Xl = const. > 0, then the mapping T ~ O(x, t, T) 
is one-to-one and T----G-l(x,t, 0), G-l(x,t,  19) is its inverse. We introduce the enthalpy by 
r(~,n / 0 if T < 19R(x, t), 
H(x , t ,T )= [ £((G- l (~))x- l (G- l (~)) )d~+ (O,a) if T=OR(x,t) ,  
dO 
if T>19R(x,t), 
where we denoted by c(x, t )=  p( x, t )ce( x, t), and OR(x,t)= G(x,t, TR), TR is the temperature of a 
phase change, ~ = pL. 
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Then we shall investigate the nonstationary incompressible coupled two-phase Stefan in the 
Bingham rheology and in the enthalpy formulation: 
Problem (~).  Consider the problem of finding functions H'#(x, t), O'#(x, t), c"~(x, t), u"~(x, t) (and 
p"S(x,t)) defined on the clossure O"~ of open sets f2',* such that f2 = U,,, ~" '  and satisfying 
. . ,  , 
Dt + u, Dxk J + p flijO°e°(u )=Q' (x , t )+ AO'(x,t) in f2' x / ,  (33) 
p, ( , Ou (x,t) o  j(x,t) 
\ Dt + uk ~ ) -- D~ +F' ' (x ' t )  in xI,  i , j= l ,2 ,  (34) 
divu' =0 in f2' ×L (35) 
Dc'(x, t) 
D-- - - t -  + u'(x, t) grad c[(e'(x, t), O'(x, t)) = 2'(x)Ae'(x, t) + qg(x, t) in 12' ×/,  (36) 
(37) O'(x,t) = T'(c'(x,t) ,H'(x,t))  
and boundary and initial conditions 
in f2 'xL  
De(x, t) _ 0 (38) H(x, t) = O, zij(x, t)nj = Poi(X, t), Dn 
on /'~ x I, 
DO(x,t) 
Dn 
on I 'uxI ,  
H' (x , t )=H~(x) ,  
in f2', where 
Dc(x,t) 
- - -q (x , t ) ,  u(x , t )=ul (x , t ) ,  D~-O (39) 
u'(x, to)=U~o(X), c'(x, to)=do(x ) (40) 
zij = -- PC~o + ODoDn 1/2 + 2flDij + flq(T - To) (41) 
and where D a = ½(0jui + Diuj), Dn = 5DijDo , l  and H~(x), do(X), 2'(x), u6(x) are the given positive 
functions. For simplicity we shall assume that Ul(X,t)= O. 
In the next we shall also use the following notation: Dtr = Dr/Dt, where r is a scalar or vector func- 
tion, respectively and O,r(yl, Y2)= Dr(yb y2)/Oys, s = 1 ,2 ,  and similarly, Ojvi = rio = OvJOxj. Further, 
for simplicity indices t and s will be omitted. 
Furthermore, we shall assume that 
(A1) ~2 = u,ml 12' C R 2 is an open bounded connected omain with Lipschitzian boundary 0f2 = Fu U 
On the domain 12 for functions T, eL, multipliers m and the initial and boundary data we 
shall assume: 
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(A2) For the function T' : R 2 --* ~, where R+ denotes the set of non-negative r als, we assume that 
(i) T' is uniformly Lipschitzian, 3 
( i i )  T'(x, O) = 0 Vx ~ ~+, 
(iii) open sets (possibly empty) O~ C R~_, i E ./ff exist, such that T' is constant on each O~ 
and such that a function ~'E C°((0, ~) )M Cz((0, c~)) exists, verifying: 
(~")' is decreasing, limx~o~(~"(x))' > 0, and c32T'(x, y) >~ ((~"(x))')-I for a.e. (x, y) E 
[]~ X [~+\ UiE.w Oi" 
(A3) Since the term O'Diy(u' )D~I1/2(U ') creates in the variational formulation the nondifferential func- 
tional, then we introduce the multipliers m' =(mlj ), i , j= 1,2, by 
' ' - -  ' Vi, j= l ,2 ,  '=0 ,  (i) mij EL°~(12 ' x I), mij -mji , mii 
(ii) m~jm~j < 1 a.e. in f2' × 1, 
(iii) m~jDu(u' ) = (Du(u')Du(u')) 1/2 = 2U2D~/i2(u ') a.e. in f2' × I. 
(iv) Then the constituent law (7) can be rewritten as 
zlj = - p 'a i j  + 2~t 'D i j (u ' )  + 21/20'ml j  - f l~j (T '  - Tg). 
(A4) The 
low 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(A5) The 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(A6) The 
functions c~" Re+ ~ ~, representing a concentration i a liquid (strongly visco-plastic with 
0) part of the medium and stem from the constitutive law (phase diagram) satisfy 
E ) n 
c[(0, y) = 0 Vy E ~+, 
3el = const. > 0 such that [c[(x, y)[ ~< el [(~"(x))']-l/z V(x, y) E R' x R+, where ~' satisfies 
(A2) (iii). 
initial data satisfy 
Ho(x)EL2(I2), Ho(x)>>.O a.e in f2, 
Uo(X) E H(f2)= {v[v E [L2(~~)] 2, divv = 0, v = 0 on Fu}, Uo(X)>>,O a.e. in ~, 
Co(X) E L2(f2), Co(X) >1 0 a.e. in O. 
physical data is sufficiently smooth, i.e. 
Q'(x,t) EL2(I;L2((2')), F'(x,t)EL2(I;[L2(f2')]2), 
q~'(x,t)EL2(I;L:(12')), q(x,t) ELZ(I;LZ(Fu)), 
P(x, t) E L2(I; [LZ(F~)]2), x'(x, t) E L2(I; cl(~')), 
~'(x),O'(x)=const.>O, ~3fl~j(x)/OxjEL°~((2 ') Vi, j, 
~'(X) E cl(~'). 
Remark. The conditions (iii) in assumptions (A2) and (A4) are satisfied if positive constants cl, c2 
and a real 6E (0,2) exist such that (the symbol '1' is omitted) 
(i) 02T(x, y) >~Cl min(x 6, 1 ) for almost every (x, y) E Rz+\ Ui~x Oi and 
(ii) Icdx, y)l ~<c2 min(x½6, 1) V(x,y)E R~_. In that case, the function ~ is such that 
3 Let M be a measurable subset of ~N and let T : M --~ R N be a mapping :satisfying the Lipschitz condition on M with 
a constant ~>0, i.e. IT(x)- T(y)I ~<~lx- Y] Vx, yEM. 
T 
T~ 
TE 
t ¢ 
t 
I 
I 
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cs(T) cL(T) cL(TE) 
Fig. 1. Phase diagram (c, T) (simple version). 
(iii) 
O~,,(X)= {C-Ix -6 1' X<I,x~I. 
Because of assumption (A2) (iii), the system of equations for determining T(x,t) and c(x,t) is 
generally degenerated and Eq. (25) is similar to classical Stefan's equation. 
Remark. Function c in the mushy zone can be written as (see the phase diagram) C=CLfL + 
Csfs=CL(1 - - f s )+ Csfs, where fL, fs represent the relative portion of visco-plastic (solid) and 
strongly visco-plastic with low ~ (liquid) phases, respectively and will be determined as a result of 
computations, where the portion of 'solid' and 'liquid' parts are controlled means of the threshold of 
plasticity g. In the phase diagram TM is the temperature of melting, TE is the eutectic temperature, 
under which no 'liquid' remains; cs(T) is the concentration of the solute for which the 'solid' rock 
begins to melt, CL(T) is the concentration of the solute for which the 'liquid' rock begins to solidify. 
The mushy zone corresponds to points (c, T), where c E (cs(T),cL(T)) and T E (TE, TM). 
4. Variational formulation 
Let us denote by Ck(f2), 0~<k<cx~, the space of all functions f defined on f2 which have 
continuous derivatives up to the order k on f2; for k = 0 we put C°(Q) = C(f2). We denote by HI(O) 
the Sobolev space of scalar (or vector, respectively) functions such that f E L2(f2), a i f  E L2(I2), 
i = 1 .. . .  , N, where L2(f2) is the space of square summable scalar (or vector, respectively) functions 
on f2 and the derivatives Oif are taken in the sense of distributions on f~. By L~(I2) we denote the 
space of all measurable functions f defined a.e. on f2 so that a constant c > 0 exists such that 
If(x)[<~c VxEg2\E, ECI2, meas(E)=0.  
By LP(I;X), where X is a functional space, 1 ~< p<cx~, we denote the space of functions f :I---~X 
such that IIf(.)llx e ZP(I) and by HI(I;X) the space of functions f : I - - .X  for which Ilf(.)llx enl ( I )  • 
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Let us define the spaces 
~V={z lzEH' ( f2 ) , z=O on F~}, 2V={wIwEH' ( (2 )} ,  
V = {V I !~ C [Hi(Q)] 2, div v -- 0, v = 0 on r.}, 
H(g2) = {v I v E [LZ(~2)] 2, div v = 0, v = 0 on Fu}, 
1V, ' 2 V ,, V' be dual spaces of 1V, 2V and V, respectively, 
1 V C L2(g2) C i V', 2 V C L2(g2) C 2 V', V C H C V', 
l gt ~ H- I (~) ,  2 V' ------ (H1((2)) ', 
~W:{z[zEL2( I ; 'V ) , z (x ,  to ) :O},  2W={wlwEL2( I ; zv ) ,w(x ,  to)=O}, 
W = {v[v E Lz(I; V), v' E L2(I; H),  v(x, to) = 0}. 
Then we have the following variational (weak) formulation of the coupled problem defined in 
enthalpy: 
Problem (~centh). Find a tetrad {H(x , t ) ,O(x , t ) ,u (x , t ) , c (x , t )} ,  i.e., enthalpy H, generalized tem- 
perature O, velocity u and concentration c, satisfying 
z{(OtH(t),z - 6)(t)) + (u(t)grad O,z - 6)(0 ) + ao( 6)(t),z - 6)(t)) 
+ bp(u(t),z - O(t))  - (Q(t),z - O(t))}dt>>.O VzE 'W, (42) 
z{(Otu(t), v - u(t)) + fia(u(t), v - u(t)) + b(u(t), u(t), v - u(t)) 
+ Oj(v) - Oj(u(t)) + bs(6)(t) - Oo, v - u(t)) 
- (F(t) ,v - u(t))} dt~>0 Vv E W, (43) 
f {(~tc ( t ) ,d  - c(t)) + (u(t)gradcL(c, O) ,d  - c(t)) 
+ ac(c(t),d - c(t)) - ( o(t),cl - c(t))} dt~>0, Vd c 2W, (44) 
6)( t )=T(c( t ) ,H( t ) ) ,  H>>.O, c>>.O a.e. in ~×I ,  (45) 
H(x,  to)=Ho(x),  u(x, to)=Uo(X), c(x, to)=Co(X) a.e. in ~2, (46) 
where H-1(~2) stands for (Hol(Q)) t and where u, v E [HI(~)] 2, O, z, c and d E H1(O), ~o, Q E L2(~), 
F E [L2(O)] 2 and 
ae( O, z) = fQ grad O grad z dx, a(u,v) = 2 fo Dij( u )Dij(v ) dx, 
ac(c,d)= f 2gradcgradddx,  bo(u ,O ,z )=(ugradO,  z), 
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f 
b(u, v, w) = Ja puivj, iwj dx = (pu 
bs(O,v)=f~O-~jj(flijlg)vidx, 
b~(u,c,d) = (u grad c, cl), 
grad v, w), 
bp(V, g) = fQ pOoflijvi, jg dx, 
(u,v)= fauividx, (6),z)= faO)zdx, 
(F,v)= faFiv idx-  fr+Poividx, 
4.1. Preliminary results and main theorem 
In the sequel the following lemmas will be used: 
Lemma 1. It holds 
vi, j E L2(~2) VV C V, i,j = 1,2. 
Proof. If v E V, then v,-j EL2(Q). The proof is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 of [7]. 
Lemma 2 (Gronwall). Let g(t)EC(I), g(t)>~O, p(t)EC(I), p(t)>~O, g(t) be the nondecreasing 
function with increasing t. 
Let p( t ) be a solution of the inequality 
fro tp(t)<~Co p(z)dz + g(t), to <.t<.tl, Co = const. 
Then c~ --- const., cl -- ct(c0, to, tl ) exists such that 
p(t)<.clg(t) Vt, to<<.t<<.tt. 
For proof see [22]. 
Further, we have the following estimates: Firstly, from the above given assumptions, the symmetry 
conditions 
ae(6),z) = ae(z, 69), a(u,v) = a(v,u), ac(c,d) = ac(d,c) 
(Q,z)= faQzdx-  frqzds, 
j (v) = 2 fa (DxI(V))l/2 dx. 
Definition 1. We said that the tetrad {H, 69,u,e} is a weak solution of the problem (~c~,th) if 
H EL~(I;L2(K2))NHI(I;H-I(f2)), ¢9EL2(I;1V), uE L°~(I;LZ(f2))fqL2(I; V), ccLZ(I;2V)NHt(I; 
HI(f2)'), H~>0, c~>0 and ~9 = T(c,H) a.e. in f2 x I  and (42)-(44), (46) hold. 
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hold. Moreover, it yield that for O E 1 V, u E V, c E 2 V constant co > 0, Cu > 0, cc > 0 exist such that 
a~,(o,o)>>-c,~llOIl~.l vo~ lv, a(u,u)>~CullUll~,2 VuE V, 
ac(e,e)>-ecllell~.l VcE2V. 
For u, y, z it holds bo(u,y,z)+be(u,z,y)=O, uEH, y, z EHd(I2 ) and positive constants cs, c6, 
c7 independent of  u, y, z exist such that 
[bo(u, y,z) I <~ csllulltL~a)J2llyllL~(a)ll{O,z}llo,1 
<<. c6llulhL~(o)12l]yllv~a)[[zlll.l 
I I I I 
~< evllulll,211ull0,=llylll,111yllo,  Ilzll~,, 
and similarly for bc(u, c,d). 
For a vector field u, v, w on (2 we put 
b(u, v, w) = L uivi,jwi dx 
1=1.  and [b(u, v, w)[-<cllullt~..~)v Ilwllt~.~)~2 Ei,j [[Divj110,2, (2/p) + 
Using Lemma 1 we find that 
Ib(u, v, w)l-< cllullt~.,)v IIwlltL~.,)j~ Ilvll 1,2. 
Moreover, the inequality of convexity 
IIvlILL.(~)1~ 1/2 1/2 H~((2), l /p= 1 - -2  4 <cllvll,.=llvll0., vvE _IN-I = l (N = 2) 
holds and 
1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
Ib(u, v, w)l ~< cllul1,2 Ilullo 2 II wll 1,2 II wllo~ II v II 1,2. 
For u, v, w it holds 
b(u, v, w) + b(u, w, v) = O, b(v, v, v) = O. 
The main result of  the paper is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let assumptions (A1) - (A6)  be satisfied for every t E (0, 1}. Then scalar functions 11, 
{9 and c and a vector function u exist such that 
H EL2(I;H~(f2))NL°°(I;L2((2)), OtH ELZ(I;(H-I(Q)), 
uEL2(I; V)ML°~(I;H), ~tuEL2(I; V'), 
c E L2(I; n 1 (f2)) M L°°(I; L2(Q)), Otc E L2(I; (n  I (Q)) ' )  
and satisfying (42)-(46) .  
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5. Proof of Theorem 1 
To prove Theorem 1, the regularization of (42)-(44) will be used. The technique used will be 
similar to that of [23] and results of [1] will also be used. First, we define the extension of functions T
and CL on ~2 by setting T(x ,y )= T(x+,y +) and CL(X,y)= CL(X+,y+), where r +-- max(r,0). Then 
the regularization of T and CL is the following: 
Let ~(R 2) be the space of functions C °° with compact support in R 2, let {R~} C~(R 2) be 
a family of mollifiers 4 such that 
supp(R~) C B((0, 0), e) : {(x, y) E ~Zlx2 + y2 < ez), ~ E (0, 1). 
The regularizations of T and CL are defined by 
T~(x,y) : ey + fR: R,(x + 2~ - r ,y  - ~ - s)T(r+,s+)drds, 
c~(x,y) = fa: R~(x - ~ - r ,y  - S)CL(r+,s+)drds, 
where r+---max(r, 0), s+=max(s, 0). These regularized functions 0 8, c~ have the following properties 
given in the next lemma (see [1, 12]). 
Lemma 3. Let assumptions (A1), (A2), (A4), (A5) be satisfied Let ~ be the function satisfying 
(A2)(iii), (A4)(iii) and let e E (0, 1). Then the regularized functions T ~ and c~ satisfy 
(i) T~(x,O)=O VxE~,  
(ii) e~.(0, y) = 0 Vy E ~, 
(iii) a function C = C(e) exists such that 
Ic~(x, Y)I ~< Clxl V(x,y) E ~ × R, 
(iv) there exists C 1 = const, satisfyin 9 (A4)(iii) such that 
I c£(x ,y ) l~c l (c ( ' (x+e))  -1 V(x,y)E ~+ × ~, 
where ~+ is a set o f  non-negative reals, 
4 Let e > 0, let tp be a function satisfying ~p E C~(~ 2), ¢p(x) ~> 0 Vx E R 2, fR2 ~p(x) dx = 1, supp q~ = {x E ~2; Ixl < 1 }. 
For u ELl(O) put 
(R~u)(x) = e -2 fo qo((x - y)e -1 )u(y)dy, (+) 
i.e. 
f u(x-ey)qg(y)dy, where B(O, 1)={yER2;lYl<l}. 
B(O, l ) 
The mapping Re defined by (+)  is called mollifier. By S~ we denote a set of all mollifiers. 
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(v) there exists c2 = const., independent o f  e, such that 
IO1T'(x'Y)[ <<.c2e"(x + e) V(x,y)E ~+ x N. 
32 T~(x, y)  
Proof. The proof of ( i)-( iv) follows from the definitions 
(A2), (A4). 
To prove (i), then from the definition of Tm ~ we find 
of T ~ and c L and from assumptions 
T~'(x,O) = JR R~(x + 2~ -- r,--e - s)T(r+,s+)drds = 0 
as T(r+,s+)>O only for s>0 and R,(x - 2e - r , -e  - s) = O. 
To prove (ii) the same technique for c[(0, y) can be used. 
To prove (iii), we see that regularization c~ is in class CI(N:). Since c~(0, y )= 0 we can write 
fo x c~(x, y)  = c~(x, y)  -- c~(O, y)  = Olc~(r, y)  dr. 
Hence 
[c~(x,y)l= foX01c~(r,y)dr ~ foXcllOlc~(r,Y)llL~(u~)dr~Clxl, 
where 101c~(r,y)l ~e110,c~11~oo¢~> depending on ~. 
To prove (iv) we start from the definition of c~. The assumption (A4)(iii), applying on the 
integrand, was also used. 
To prove (v), we assume that f2~ =B((x+2e, y-e) ,  e)C)(~2\ UiE.A/" Oi) and (x, y )E  ~+ x R, where 
B((x + 2e, y - e), e) is the open ball with the centre at (x + 2e, y - e) and radius e. 
If meas(I2,)= 0 then since 01T~(x, y) - -0  the assertion trivially follows. If meas(I2~) >0 then due 
to definition of T ~ we have 
101Z~(x, Y)I 
lOzT~(x,y)l 
fa, R~(x + 2e - r, y - e - s)[O1T(r,s)l d rds  I1~ 
~- . 
e+ f~R~(x+2e- r ,y -e -s )O2T( r , s )drds  e+12~ 
Since, due to the definition of mollifier 
then 
I~ -  faR~(x + 2e-  r ,y -  ~-  s)drds<<. 1, 
I1~ I~vrai max(x,y)~R~ + 101T(x, y)l vrai max(x,y)~: + 101T(x, Y)I - -~< ~< 
+ 12~ ~ + l, vrai max(x,y)ea~ 02 T(x, y)  e + (~"(x + e)) -1 
<<. ct"(x + e)vrai max IOlT(X,y)l <<.c2cg'(x + e), 
(x,y)~R2+ 
which completes the proof. [] 
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Since j( u( t )) = 2 J,(Dii( u))“* d x is the nondifferentiable functional and since J(u) = Jn &(u(t)) dt 
then J,(u) denotes a regularized functional J(u), defined by 
J,(u) = 
s 
ijj,(u(t)) dt, 
I 
where 
j,(r(t)) = & l (D11(u(t))(1’2)(1+e) dx, 
E>O, for which 
(J,((V), W) = .lC,,, ~(~~~(U))“2’“~1’~~~(U)~~~(~) dx dt. 
Then the weak regularized solution to Problem (YCenth)v can be defined. The idea is to approximate 
the variational inequality by the variational equality. 
Let assumptions (Al)-(A5) be satisfied for every E E (0,l). Let H” EL*(I; ’ V) f? H’(I; H-‘(Q)), 
ICE E L”(I; H) f-x*(1; V), cE E L*(1; *V) f~ H’(I; (H’(Q))‘). Then the tetrad {H”, O”, u’, c”} is a weak 
solution to the regularized problem to Problem (gCenth)v if the following hold: 
I {(&H’(t),z - O’(t)) + b@(u”(t), O’(t),z - o”(t)) + ao(O”(t),z - o”(t)) I
+&(u’(t),z - W(t)) - (Q(t),z - O”(t))}dt>O b’z~’ W, 
s {(W(t), u - u”(t)) + l;a(u”(t), u - u”(t)) + b(u”(t), u”(t), u - u”(t)) I 
(47) 
+&e(u) - $jjE(u’(t)) +b,(@“(t) - 00, u - u”(t)) - (F(t), u - u”(t))} dt 20 Vu E W, 
s {(W(t),d - c”(t)> + b,(u”(t),c;(t),d - c”(t)) + a,(c”(t),d - c”(t)) I 
(48) 
-(q(t),d -c”(t))}dt>O, kfdE2W, 
H&(X, to) = Ho(x), UE(X, to) = uo(x), 
where 0” = TE(cE, HE). 
c”(x,to) = co(x) a.e. in Q, 
(49) 
(50) 
The method of proof is the following: 
(a) The existence of the solution of (47)-(50) based on the Galerkin approximation will be proved. 
(b) A priori estimates I and II independent of E will be derived. 
(c) Limitation processes over m and E. 
(d) Limitation process 4 + 0 and the existence of multipliers. 
The existence of {H”, O”, u’, c”} will be proved by means of the finite-dimensional approximation. 
Let (i”j), {lj} b e t wo orthogonal bases of the space L2(Q), composed of eigenfunctions of the 
operator -d over the domain 0, where the first is relative to the Dirichlet homogeneous boundary 
conditions and the second one to the Neumann homogeneous boundary conditions, and {Wj} be 
a countable basis of the space V composed of eigenfunctions of the canonical isomorphism /i of 
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V~ V', i.e., ((wj, v))=2j(wj, v) VvE V, Iwjl = 1, i.e., each finite subsets of bases {¢j}, {~/} and {wj} 
are linearly independent and span{~j [ j - -  1,2 .. . .  }, span{wj [ j=  1,2,...} and span{~j [ j= 1,2 .... } are 
dense in Hi(O), or in V, or in Hi(f2), respectively, as Hd(f2), V, Hi(f2) are separable spaces. Let 
iV", V m, 2Vm be spaces spanned by {~/[1 <~j<~m}, {wj[ 1 <<.j<<.m} and {~j[1 <~j<<.m}, respectively. 
Then the approximations H,~ E1V m, ~ ~ 2vm Ii m E V m, c m E of the order m satisfy 
( ~tH~,( t ),zj ) + bo(u~ ( t ), 6)~ (t ),zj ) + ao( @~m( t ),zy ) + bp(u~n( t ),zj ) 
- (O( t ) , z j )=o ,  l<~j<<.m, (51) 
^ .t lie t (~ta~(t), vj) + fm(a~(t), vj) + b(u~(t), u~(t), vj) + g(j~( m()), vj) 
+bs(O~(t) - Oo, Vj) - (F(t),vj) =- 0, 1 ~j~m,  (52) 
(~tc~(t),dj) + bc(a~(t),c~(t),dj) + a~(c~(t),dj) - (e(t),ds) = O, 1 ~j  ~m, (53) 
verified for almost every t E/, for every z E ~ V m, r E V m, d E 2 V m and the initial conditions 
m 
n (x, to) = (I-Io, u (x, to) = (uo, 
i=1 i=l 
c~(x, to) = ~ (co, (i)(i(x), (54) 
i=1 
W m verified for a.e. x E f2. Since {~j}7=l, ( j}j=l, {~J}J=l are linearly independent, the system (51)-(54) 
is a regular system of ordinary differential equations of the first order and therefore (51)-(54) 
uniquely define {H~, 6)~,,u~,c~,} on the interval Im= (tO, tm). Therefore, (51)-(54) is valid for every 
test function 
m m ~ 
z(t) = E ai(t)~i, v(t) = E bi(t)wi, d(t) = ~i(t)di, t EIm, 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
where ai, bi, ~; are continuously differentiable functions on Ira, i = 1 . . . . .  m. Particularly, it holds for 
z(t) = H~,(t), v(t) = u~,(t), d(t) = c~,(t), t E I m. 
Now we discuss a priori estimates I and II. 
5.1. A priori estimates I 
Let us introduce the notation 
Xm = b~(@~ - ~9o, U~) + bp(u~, @~m)" 
Let dfliy/dxy -- dyfl~y E L°~(£2) Vi, j. Then a positive constant c, independent of m and e exists such 
that 
IXml = Ibs(O~ - O0,u~,) + bp(u~,, O~,)l 
~< e(1 + IIo~(t)[[l.l [lu~,(t)]10.2 + Ilo~,(t)llo, allu~,(t)lll,2). (55) 
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In the next section we shall denote all used constants by type c without any indices (if possible). 
Via integration of (54) with z=H~(t), v(t)=u~.(t), d(t)=c~.(t) in time t over Im =(to, t.), we 
obtain 
fl {(~tH~(t),H~(t)) + (~tu~(t), U~m(t)) + (~tc~(t), C~m(t)) 
+ ao(O~(t), H~(t)) + fta(U~m(t), U~m(t)) + ac(C~m(t), c~(t)) 
+ bo(u~(t), ~9~m(t), H~(t)) + b(u~(t), u~(t), u~(t)) 
+ bc(u~m(t), c~(t), C~m(t)) + bs(O)~(t) - 69o, u~(t)) 
+ bp(u~(t), O~(t)) + O(j'(U~m(t)), u~,(t)) - (Q(t),H~(t)) 
- (F(t), u~(t)) - (q~(t), C~m(t))) dt= O. 
We find 
b(u~(t), U~m(t), u~(t)) = O, 
= ~mg(J~(Um(t)),Um(t))dt~O, as (j~(v),v)>~O. (J'(U~m(t)), u~(t)) ^ "' ~ 
1 1 f (Hm~(t0))2 dx fl(dtH:(t),Hr~(t))dt=~ fa(Hm~(t))2 dx -~ 
and similarly for remaining terms. 
Since O ~ = T'(c~.,H~m), then using Green's theorem, after modification grad T ~ by the chain rule, 
using (A2)(i)(ii), ~2T~>>.e and resulting estimate IT (x,y)l  <II 2T°IIL  R2)IYl, we obtain 
l (ao(O),~(t),H~(t)) + bo(u~m(t), 6),~(t),H~m(t))dt 
= Jm ft~ grad T~(c;(t),H~(t))grad H~(t)dxdt 
+ f/~ ~ U~m(t) grad T~(c~(t),Hr~(t))H~,(t)dxdt 
= f/m f~ grad T~(c~(t),H~m(t))gradH~m(t)dxdt 
- fzI,. J~ T~(c~m(t)'H~(t))U~m(t)gradH~m(t)dxdt 
<<. e fi~ f ligrad n~(t)ll2,1dxdt 
--1102T~(t)IIL~< R~)f~. f~ Igm~(t)l ]u~,(t)grad g~,(t)l dxdt 
- f .  f~ I 8~T`(c~,(t)'H~(t))I Igrad c~(t)gradH~(t)ldxdt. 
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Likewise we estimate 
L (ac(c~(t), c~(t)) + bc(u~n(t), C~n(t), c~(t)) dt. 
To estimate 
I[~2T~(t)IIL~(R~) L, fo Igm~(t)[ [u~(t)gradg~'(t)l dxdt 
~< 11O2T~(t)IIL~(R~) L, f~ Igm~(t)l Ilu~(t)ll [[gradH,~(t)Ildxdt 
<.7ollu~(t)ll~<~×l) L L IHm~(t)[ I[gradH'~(t)lldxdt 
<~7~-l f m fa(H,~(t))2dxdt+ ~e fll~ L ['grad Hm~(t)[[2 dxdt, 
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where 71 =7ollU~(t)l[LO~(oxI), where 70 is the Lipschitz constant and the Young's inequality 5 was 
applied. Similarly, 
fm L IOlT~(c;(t)'H'~(t))[ Igradc~m(t)gradH'~(t)l dxdt 
<'[[c~lT~(c~,(t)'H.~(t))[[L~(R2) f o f~ ][gradc~(t)[I IlgradH~,(t)lldxdt 
2 -1 !g  " 
~71 g ~/,~  [[ gradc~,(t)[[dx t+  4 f/m ~ [[grad HmXt)ll 2 dx dt. 
Moreover, 
L , (F(t)'u~n(t))dt ~ ft~ [llf(t)[[.llu;.(t)lll,2 + IIPo(t)ll.l[u~.(t)lll,2]dt, 
where by I If l l ,  we denote the norm in V', 6 and furthermore, 
2 f, ,,F(t)ll.l,U~m(t)lll.2dt<c~ fzm ~ 2 f~m [[Um(t)H~, 2 dt + (c/?z) -l IIF(t)ll~, at. 
5 We say that q~ is a Young's function if q~(t)= fo cp(z)dz, t~>0, where the real-valued function ~p E (0, c~) is of 
properties: (i) ~p(0)=0, (ii) ~p(z)>0 for z>0, (iii) ~p is right-continuous at any point z/>0, (iv) ~p is a nondecreas- 
ing function on (0, cx~), (v) lim~p(cx~)=~. Moreover, we say that function ~P is the complementary function to q~ if 
5g(t) = f0 tif(z)dz, where if(t)= suP~o(~)~< t z, t~>0. 
Young"s inequality: Let ~, 7 t be a pair of complementary Young's functions. Then for all functions u, vC (O,e<z) 
uv<~q~(u) + q~(v) and equality holds if and only if v= cp(u) or u=i(v) .  
6We define it as dual to I]fll = sup~c v I(f,v)[[[ -1. 
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Similarly, we estimate f~.(Q(t),H,~(t))dt and fl.(~p(t),c~(t))dt. Then, summing all above obtained 
estimates, using (55) and the estimates of bilinear and trilinear forms, applying the Gronwall's 
lemma, after some modifications we find the estimates 
IlH,~(t)llo, <~co(e), tEIm, f~ IlH,~(t)lll,ldt<<.Co(~), (56) 
Ilu (t)llo, <<.c, tEIm, f .  ~ 2 IlUm(t)ll 1,2 dt ~< c, 
IIc£(t)llo, l<<.c, tEIm,  ollc£(t)ll ,ldt c, eE(0,1), 
where constants c are independent of m and e and Co is independent of m. 
From these estimates we obtain 
{Hm~(t), m E J1/', e E (0, 1)} 
{u,~(t), mEW,  eE(0, 1)} 
{c~(t),  m EjI/', e E (0, 1)} 
5.2. A priori estimates II
Now we shall show that 
{8tH~(t), m EdV', e E (0, 1)} 
{Otu~(t), mEJff, eE(0,1)} 
{Otc~(t), m EJI/', ~ E (0, 1)} 
independent of m and e. 
is a bounded subset in L2(I; 1 V) fq L~(I; i f (O)) ,  
is a bounded subset in L2(I; V)I'1L~(I; H(f2)), 
is a bounded subset in L2(I; 2 V) M L~(I; L2(Q)). 
is a bounded subset in L2(I; H - I (Q) ) ,  
is a bounded subset in L2(I; V'), 
is a bounded subset in L2(I; (HI(O))'), 
By virtue of estimates given above 
[b(itm(t),Um(t), )[ <<.cllum(t)lll,2llu (t)llo,21lVlll,2 
and since due to (56) 
~ g e ]b(Um(t),Um(t), )l <<.cllum(t)[[l,211vlll,z, 
then 
and 
(57) 
(58) 
b(u~(t), u~(t), v) = (hu~(t), v), 
similarly, 
be(u~n(t), O~(t), z) = (horn(t), v), 
bc(u~m(t), c~(t), d) -- (hem(t), d), 
VvE V, 
VzEIV, 
Vd E2V, 
hum, horn, hcm remaining in bounded sets of L2(I; V') or L2(I;1V ') or L2(I;2V'), respectively. 
The coupled terms are from L2(f2) or [L2(f2)] 2, respectively, and therefore are included into Q and F. 
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Linear forms ¢9 ~ ao(6),z) for a fixed z E 1V is continuous on 1V so that 
ao(O(t),z)=(Ao@(t),z),  Ao ES°(Iv, 1V'). (59) 
Similarly, forms u~a(u ,v )  and c~ac(c ,w)  for fixed u E V or c E 2V, respectively, are continuous 
on V or 2 V, respectively, so that 
a(u(t),v)= (A,u(t),v), Au E~Lf(V, V'). (60) 
ac(C(t),d)=(Acc(t),d), Ac EL~a(2 V, 2V'). (61) 
Then (51)-(54) are equivalent to 
( ~tH~ + AoO~ + hom - Q, zj ) = O, l ~ j <~ m, 
(~tU~m + ~tAuu~ + hum + ~j~(u~)- F, vj)=O, l <~j<~m, 
(Otc~ +A~c~ +h~m-qg, dj)=O, l<~j<~m. (62) 
Let 
Sore be orthogonal projection LZ(I2) ~ W~ = span{zy I 1 <<.j<<.m}, 
Sum be orthogonal projection H ~ W" = span{vj I 1 <<.j<<.m}, 
Scm be orthogonal projection L2(12) --~ W~ =span{dj I 1 <~j<~m}, 
then 
m m m 
S@mho = ~-~(ho,zj)z j ,  Sumhu = Z(hu ,  Vj)vj, Scmhc = ~-~Ahc, dj)dj, 
j= l  j= l  j= l  
where {zj}, {vs-}, {dj} are orthogonal bases of W~, or W m, or W m, respectively. Then from (62) 
and from the facts that Sore OtH,~ = OtH,~, Sum Otlg~n = ~tU~n, acre OtC~n = OtC~n, we obtain 
~tn,~ : Som(O -- AoO,~ -- hom), 
Otlg~ : Sum(F -- ~Aulg ~ -- ~j~(u~) -- hum), 
dtc~, = Scm(~P - Acct, - h~m). (63) 
Due to (56) and (57) AoO~,, Auu~,, A~c~, are bounded subsets ofL2(I; 1V') or L2(I; V') or L2(I; 2 V'), 
respectively. 
Due to the definition 
(Jte(v), w)  : [ gOli(1j)(1/2)(e-l)Oij(v)Oij(w ) dx dt, 
dr2 ×I 
,.<c 7 
where I1 II, denotes the dual norm, then j~(u~,) is a bounded subset ofL2(I; V'). Thus (63) indicate 
that OtHr~:SomPom, where P~gm E~i~Op QL2(I;H-I((2)), Pop is a bounded subset of L2(1;H-l(I2)). 
Similarly, OtU~m----SumP~m, where Pure E~up CL2(I; V'), ~up is a bounded subset of L2(I; V') and fi- 
nally, ~tC~n=S~mP~m, where pcmE~cpCL2(I;L2(f2)), ~cp is a bounded subset of L2(I;(HI([2))'). 
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Moreover, due to properties of eigenfunctions, then IISo=po=ll, ,  ellpo=ll, ,; IIS,,~,~ll~, ~cllp~l[~,; 
IIsc p  ll= , which completes this part of the proof. 
5.3. Passages to the limit over m 
We shall prove the convergence of the finite-dimensional pproximation for e being fixed. 
From the a priori estimates I and II as well as from (57), (58) the subsequences {H~(t),p Esff}, 
{u~(t), # EsV'}, {c~(t), # EY}  of the sequences {H~,(t),m EsV'}, {u~,(t),m EAr} and {c~,(t),m CsV'}, 
respectively, can be taken such that 
H~ -+ H ~ in L=(I;L2(f2)) strongly, 
H~ --~ H ' in L2(I;Hd(D)) weakly, 
H~ --~ H ~ in HI(I;H-I((2)) weakly, 
--~ u ~ in L~( I ;H)  . -weakly (weakly star), / /S 
u~ ~ u ~ in i f ( l ;  V) weakly, 
-~ u ~ in L2(I;H) strongly, 
Otu~ ~ Otu ~ in L2(I; V') weakly, 
c s --* c ~ in LE(I;L2((2)) strongly, 
£ c s --* e ~ in Lz(I;Hl((2)) weakly, 
--~ c ~ in L2(I; (Hi(O)) ') weakly, (64) C s 
where H ~ E L2(I; Hd ((2)) [-1 HI(I ;  H-l( I2)),  u ~ E i f ( I ;  V) OLd(I ;  H), 
c ~ E L2(I; HI(f2)) ~ Hi( I ;  (H(f2))'). 
Remark. The function J) ~ f .-weakly in L~(I; [Z2(~'~)] N ) if ftto'(fj(t),q~(t))dt ~ fttol(f(t),tp(t))dt 
weakly Vtp E LI(I; [L2(f2)]N). 
For the appropriate components u~u of u~ we have 
uis~ --~ u i~ weakly a.e. in £2 x L (65) 
since u u ~ u ~ in L=(I;H) strongly. Furthermore, {j ( m)}, {uiuu)s}, due to estimate Ilu.llt=.( )12 
c11u 111/2 1/2 ,211u.II vu E [H0~(D)] 2, and (5.1b), are bounded subsets of spaces Lz(1; V') and i f ( l ;  [L (O)] 2
[Le/z(f2)]:), respectively. Then we also can assume that 
j~(u~) ~ Z0 weakly in i f ( l ;  V'), 
ui~u~iu ~ ~ij weakly in L2(I;Lp/2(f2)). (66) 
From (65), u~uj~ ~ u~u~ in the sense of distributions in £2 x I, which comparing with (66) then 
gives 
But 
b(u~,  ~ ~ ~ ~ u , wj) = -b(us, wj, us) ~ -b(u, ,  wy, us) weakly in L2(I) Vwy, 
and similarly for the other trilinear forms. 
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+ a~(c~(t)),dj(t)) - (tp(t),dj(t))} dt = 0 
where we denoted by Z(t) : J ' (u~(t)) .  
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Then from (51)-(53) for m=# we obtain 
f {(dtH~(t),zj(t)) + bo(u'(t), O'(t),zf it)) 
+ ao(6)'(t),zj(t)) + bp(u~(t),zj(t)) - (Q(t),zy(t))} dt = 0 Vj, 
f {(Otu'(t), vj(t)) + b(u~(t), u~(t), vj(t)) + fta(u~(t), vfit)) 
+ bs(O~(t) - 6)0, vj(t)) - (F(t), vfit))} dt + (Z(t), vfit)) = 0 Vj, 
fl{(~3tc~(t), dj(t)) + bc(u~(t), c~(t), dj(t)) 
v j, (67) 
But the systems of functions {zj}, {~}, {wj} are complete in 1V or V or 2V, respectively, so that 
from (67) we obtain 
l{(OtH~(t),z(t)) + bo(u~(t), O~(t),z(t)) + ao(6)~(t),z(t)) 
+ bp(u~(t),z(t)) - (Q(t),z(t))} dt : 0 Vz E1V, 
f {(Otu~(t), v(t)) + b(u~(t), u~(t), v(t)) + f~a(u~(t), v(t)) 
+ bs(O~(t) - 6)0, v(t)) - (F(t), v(t))} dt + (Z(t), v(t)) = 0 Vv E V, 
~ '{(Otc~(t), d(t)) + bc(u~(t), c[(t), d(t)) 
+ ac(ce(t)),d(t)) - (q)(t),d(t))} dt : 0 Vd E2V. 
Since (47)-(49) and a priori estimates (56) are satisfied, then it is sufficient o prove that 
Z(t) =J[(u~(t)). 
To prove this, the property of monotonieity will be used. Then the proof is parallel to that of 
[23]. 
Let v EL2(I; V) such that v EL2(I; V'), v(t0)=u0. Let us put 
X u = (J[(uu(t)) - J[(v(t)), uu(t) - v(t)) + ft f la(uu(t) - v(t), uu(t) - v(t)) dt 
f (Otu , ( t )  - Otv(t), uu(t ) - v(t)) + dt. 
,11 
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Using (48) we have 
-- f (F(t), u,(t)) dt - (J'(u,(t)), v(t)) - (j'~(v(t)), uu(t ) - v(t)) x. 
- f i  fx [a(u~(t), v(t)) + a(v(t), uu(t) - v(t))] dt 
- f" [(Otu~(t), v(t)) - (dry(t), u~(t) - v(t))] dt. 
Hence X, --~ X, where 
X = f (F ( t ) ,u ' ( t ) )d t  - [(Z(t),v(t)) + (J'(v(t)),u~(t) - v(t))] 
- f t  ~ [a(u~(t), v(t)) + a(v(t), u~(t) - v(t))] dt 
- f(Otu~(t), v(t)) - (Otv(t),u~(t) - v(t))] dt. 
Since Xu(t)>>-O for all #, then X(t)>~O. 
Let us put v=u~-2w,  2~>0, where wEL2(I; V), OtwEL2(I;V'), W(to)=0. Substituting for v 
dividing by 2 we obtain 
+ 2 fi{fta(w(t), w(t)) + (Otw(t), w(t))} dt ~> 0. (z(t) Jf(u~(t) 2w(t)), W(t ) )  I 
Hence, in the limit 2 ~ 0 we obtain 
(Z(t)-J '(u~(t)),w(t))>~O Vw, 
from which the assertion Z(t)=J[(u~(t)) follows. 
Therefore, we proved the existence of H ~, u ', c ' satisfying (47)-(49) and the conditions 
H~(t) is bounded in L2(I; 1 V) M HI( I ;H- I ( f2)) ,  
OtH'(t) is bounded in L2(1;H-I(f2)), 
u~(t) is bounded in L2(I; V) M L~( I ;H) ,  
Ottl~(t) is bounded in L2(I; V'), 
c~(t) is bounded in L2(I; 2 V) M Hi(I; (HI(f2))'), 
dtC(t) is bounded in L2(I; (HI(f2))'). 
To prove that H'(x, to) = Ho(x), u'(x, to) ---- Uo(X), c~(x, to) = Co(X) the Arzelh-Ascoli's theorem 7 will 
H£ 8 be used. Due to this theorem, the sequences {Hi}, { u}, {%}, #E Jff converge toward H~E 
7 Let K be a subset of C°(I;X), X is a Banach space. Then K is said to be equi-continuous if for every e>0 there 
exists a 6 = 6(e)>0 such that II u( t )  - u (s ) I I x  <~ holds for all u E K and all t, s E I for which It - s I <6.  
Arzelgt-Ascoli theorem: A subset K of C°(I;K) is relatively compact if and only if (i) K is equi-continuous, (ii) the 
set K(t), K(t)= {u(t) lu E K}, is relatively compact in Banach space X for every t E I, i.e. every sequence in K(t) 
contains a subsequence convergent in X. 
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C° ( I ;H - I (O) )  and/or toward u~E C°(1; V'), and/or toward c ~ E C°(1; (HI(f2))'), respectively, and 
therefore {H~(.,to)}, {u~(., to)}, {c~(., to)}, /~ E JV, converge toward H%,to) in H- I(D),  or toward 
u~(., to) E V', or toward c~(., to) E (Hi(f2)) ', respectively, and at the same time {H~(., to)}, # E JV', con- 
verges to Ho(x) in L2(D) by definition. Similarly, for {u~(.,to)},e~  Uo(X) and {c~(.,to)}uc~ 
Co(X) in H(f2) or i f(D),  respectively, by the definition. Since H ~ E C°(1;L2(f2)), the initial condition 
holds in L2(D) and therefore a.e. in f2. By a similar way we finish the proof for Uo(X) and Co(X). 
5.4. Limitation process e -~ 0 
Now we shall prove that estimates of regularized enthalpy H e and its derivative Ot He as well as 
regularized temperature T ~ do not depend on e. The proof of this is parallel to that of Lemma 3.4 
of [1] (see also [2]). 
First, we prove the auxiliary estimate used later. Let assumptions (A2)(iii), (A4)(iii) be satisfied. 
Let ~ satisfy (A2), (A4). Let q~=~'(c~ + e) be a test function (it is possible as c'~>0 in f2 × I  and 
~' is uniformly Lipschitzian on (s, cx~)). Then (49c) yields 
fo ~(c~(.,tl)+ t )dx -  j /~(e0 + e)dx + f f~" (c  ~ +s) I ,  grad e~]i2dxdt 
- f~fc~rc  ~ T~rc ~ H~,,~"te ~L ~ , ~ , J J ~ + e )u* grad c" dx dt = O" 
Hence, due to the Young inequality and the property of ~ as well as Lemma 3(iv), we then obtain 
f l  ~" (c~ + s)]lgrad c~]]2dxdt<~ fa~(Co + s)dx- inf (c¢)  meas(D) 
f, fo c"e" + Ilu ll Ilgrad Cl ldxdt  + L ~, , 
+e) Ilgrad ll2dxdt 
+21 llu~llL.(a ) fro Ce(CSL' , T~(c~,H'))[2~"( c~ +e)dxdt<.c. (68) 
Now, let t E I be an arbitrary. Then (47) for z = ~(t)H ~, where ~(t) is a characteristic function of 
the interval I, yields 
12 0= ~ (H*(.,t))2 dx - -~ (Ho)Z dx 
+ f ro  u*grad dxdt 
+ f f grad r(c',H )[grad r"(e ,H ") 
-t31T~(c~,H~)grad ce](O2Te(c e, He))  -1 dx dt. 
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Hence, after some modifications 
1 f~ (H~(., t)) 2 dx + f/f~ grad T~(c%H~)grad T~(c~,H~)(O2T~(c~,H~)) -1 dxdt 
= 12 f~ (H°)2 dx-  f fo  grad T~(c~,H~)(O2T~(c~,H~))-lOlT~(c~,H~)grad c ~ dxdt 
+ f f~ grad r ' ( c ' ,H ' ) (~2r~(c~,H~)) - l /2¢(O2r (c ' ,U ' ) ) ' /2 I¢  ° dxdt, 
and after applying twice the Young inequality, we find 
1 f(H~(., t)) 2 dx+ f f~ ,,grad T~(c~,H~),, 2 (t~2T~(c~,H~)) -1 dxdt 
~<~ (Ho)2 dx + ~ [IgradT~(c%H~)H2(O2T~(c%H~))-'dxdt 
+ - '  IIgradc~ll2dxdt 
1 
+~ f f~ ,,grad Z=(e,n~)ll2 (OzZ'(c%n')) -~ dxdt 
+ II¢ll~(~×,)ll~=T~(c%H~)llL~(~×l) f, fa (H~)Edxdt" 
Hence 
f(H~(.,t)) 2dx+ f/f~ II grad T~(c~,H~)II 2 (632T'(ce, n~)) -1 dxdt 
~< f(H~))2 dx + 2f/f~ [OlT~(c%H')I2(O2T~(c%H'))-I Ilgradc~ll2dxdt 
Hence, using Lemma 3(v), (68) and the Gronwall emma, we obtain 
II H~ ,Itoo(/;t~(o)) ~c, c = const, independent of e. 
Since t~2 Te is bounded from above, then 
" T~(c% H~) I[L:(1.no'(~)) <C, C = const, independent of e. 
From (47) it follows 
f(t%H%z)dt- f(u~grad T~(c%H~),z)dt- f ao(T~(c%H~),z)dt 
II u ~ IIL=(~×,) f ,  '1 grad T~(c%n ~) 11o,1 lie ,Io,1 dt 
+f/Ilgrad T~(c%H')i,O.lllgradz[lo.1 dt ~/z c L2(I;Hd([2)). 
(69) 
(70) 
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[[ z [[2~(z;/~_,(a))=f( sup (z,w)12dt 
\wEn~(o),llwllI4~m <~1 ] 
Since 
and using (70), then 
[Id,H ~[[v(m/-,(a)) ~<c, c=const ,  independent of e. (71) 
The existence of a weak solution of the problem (~¢enth)~ will be established as the limit of a 
subsequence of weak solutions of the regularized problems. In the previous steps we proved that 
H ~ remains in a bounded set of L°~(I;L2((2)), 
Ot a~ remains in a bounded set of L~(I ;H-I( f2)) ,  
T ~ remains in a bounded set of Lz(I;HI((2)), 
u ~ remains in a bounded set of L2(I; V) N L~(I; H), 
Otu s remains in a bounded set of L°°(I; V'), 
c ~ remains in a bounded set of L°~(I;H1(K2)), 
(72) 
Otc s remains in a bounded set of L°~(I; (Hi(Q)) t) 
for any weak regularized solution {H ~, 0 *, u~,d}. 
In this part of the proof we shall prove that 
Hs--~H in C°(I;H-l(f2)), 
T ~ --~ T strongly in C°(I;L2(f2)), 
u ~ ~ u .-weakly in L°~(I;H) and weakly in L2(I; V), 
Otu ~ --~ Otu weakly in L2(I; V'), 
c ~ --~ c strongly in C°(I;L2(f2)). 
Due to (72) the set {H'(t),0<e~< 1) is relatively compact in H-1(O) VtE i ,  and then the family 
{H' I0  <~< 1} is equi-continuous in H-I(O).  Then due to the Arzela-Ascoli theorem there exists 
a subsequence {H',}, j EJV, converging in C°(I;H-1(O)). Moreover, due to (72) there exists a 
subsequence {#, }, j E Jff, such that 
#,(t) ~ u(t) in L°~(I;H) weakly star and weakly in L2(I; V), 
3tu'J(t) --~ Otu(t) weakly in L2(I; V'). (73) 
For v E W let us put (the index j will be omitted) 
Ys = f {(dtv(t), v(t) - uS(t)) + fia(#(t), v(t) - #(t ) )  
+ b(#(t), uS(t), v(t) - #(t ) )  + bs(6)*(t) - 6)0, v(t) - #(t ) )  
-- (F(t), v(t) - u*(t))} dt + J,(v(t)) - Js(u*(t)). 
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By virtue of (48), 
Y~ = f(Otv(t) - c~tue(t), v(t) -- u~(t)) dt + J~(v(t)) 
-J~(u~(t)) - (J[(u~(t)), v(t) - u~(t)). 
Due to the initial conditions the first term is equivalent to ½ Iv(t1 ) -  u'(tl)[ 2 and since the functional 
v ~ j~(v) is convex, the second term >~ 0, and thus Y~/> 0. Hence 
l{(Otv(t), v(t) - u~(t)) + fta(u~(t), v(t)) - b(u~(t), v(t), u~(t)) 
+ bs(O~(t) - t90, v(t) - u~(t)) - (F(t), v(t) - u~(t))] dt + J~(v(t)) 
>>. ft f a(u~(t), u~(t)) dt + J,(u~(t)). 
Using this result and (73) 
f {(O,u(t), v(t) - u(t)) + fta(u(t), v(t)) - b(u(t), v(/), u(t)) 
+ b,(19(t) - 19o, v(t) - u(t)) - (F(t), v(t) - u(t))} dt + J (v(t))  
>~ liminf (f + Oj.(u"(t))]) dt 
) f~ fm(u(t), u(t)) dt + J(u(t)),  (74) 
as lira inf fl [fta(u~(t),u'(t))] dt >~ f~ [fta(u(t), u(t))] dt (due to the fact that the function u --~ fz fia(u, 
u)dt is lower semi-continuous on L2(I; V) with the weak topology) and since 
ftJ(u(t))dt<~ (£xlDII(U(t))½(l+~)dxdt) l/(l+~) (~×l dXdt)~/(l+°, 
hence 
{ f \(l+~) 
ft j~(u~(t))dt >~c(~)~Jt j(u"(t))dt) , c(~)= Imeas(f2 x I)[-~, 
lim inf f j~(u~(t))dt>>, lim inf j j(u~(t))dt. (75) 
Since the function v---~fl j(v(t))dt is convex and continuous on L2(I; V), then it is lower semi- 
continuous in the weak topology of the space L2(I; V) and thus 
l iminf  j j (u ' ( t ) )d t>-  f i J (u(t) )dt ,  
which together with (75) proves 
l iminf  fiJ~(u~(t))dt>~ f j (u ( t ) )d t .  
Then (73)-(75) yield that u satisfies (43). 
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Furthermore, due to (72f, g) a subsequence {c*,}, j E JV exists, which strongly converges to c(t) 
in C°(I;L2(f2)). 
Now we shall prove the existence of a subsequence of {T"J(c'~,H"J)}, j E~,  which strongly 
converges in Lz(1;L2(f2)) towards T(c,H). The monotonicity arguments (see [2, 3]) will be used. 
Previously we proved that H~ ~ H in C°(1;H-I(f2)), c"J --+ c strongly in L2(I;L2(f2)), j ~ c~. Let 
{Hi, c J}, j E Jff, be the corresponding sequence and {TJ(cJ,HJ)}, j C Jff, the associated sequence. 
Further, for simplicity we shall write H j, c j instead of H 'j and c "j, respectively. Then, due to 
Lemmata 4.1 of [1], there exist subsequences, still indexed by j, and null measure E CI  such that, 
for any t ~ I \E  
lim f~ TJ(cJ(t),HJ(t))(HJ(t) - H(t))d~2 = O, 
J ---* oo  
lim f [cJ(t) - c(t)[  2 dO = 0 Vt E I \E.  
J ~ JO  
(76) 
Due to assumptions (A2)(i), (ii) and (72), then a subsequence {Tk(ck(., t),Hk(., t))}, k E JV" exists, 
which is bounded in L2(I2). Hence, for every t E I \E  a subsequence {Tt(ct(.,t),Ht(.,t))}, I E JV 
exists, dependent on t such that (see Lemmata 4.2. of [1]) 
Tl(ct(.,t),Hl(.,t)) ~ T(c(.,t),H(.,t)) weakly in L2(12). (77) 
It remains to prove that TJ(cJ, HJ) --+ T(c,H) strongly in L2(I;L2(f2)). 
Let { TJ(cJ, Hi)}, j E JV, be the subsequence r sulting from the associated sequence defined above. 
Then, firstly we prove that 
f J  - TJ(cJ, H j) - T(c,H) ~ 0 weakly in L2(12), Vt C I\E, (78) 
where E is a null measure set defined above. 
We prove (78) by contradiction. Let {fJ}, j E Jl r, be a subsequence, f # 0, f E L2(O)  function. 
Then, there can not be t E I \E,  a subsequence {fJ} and a function f ¢ 0, f E L2(f2) does not exist, 
such that {fk}, k E ~A/', weakly converges towards f in L2(~2). Thus no subsequence {fk} ___+ 0 
weakly, k E A/'. But it is in contradiction with (77). Hence, we deduce the existence of a subsequence 
{fJ}, j E JV', weakly converging towards 0. 
Let {wk}, k E JV, be a basis of L2((2). Since for almost every t E I \E,  the functions fJ c HI(O), 
then due to Fridrichs' lemma 8 for any ~ > 0 
II/%,/)lLz2(a) ~<e [[ /J(., t) lJzng(a) + fS(x,t )wk(x)dx , n=n(e). 
k=0 
Hence, by integrating over t C I and putting ~k,J(t)= (fa f J(x, t) wk(x)dx) 2 we first, due to esti- 
mate (68) and the weak convergence of {fJ}, j E JV', find that {~ko(t)}, j E JV converges towards 
8Fridrich's lemma: Let 12 be a domain with a Lipschitz boundary F. Then non-negative constants el, c2 exist, 
which are dependent on the considered omain but independent of the functions from M = (the linear set of func- 
tions u(x) which are continuous with their partial derivatives of the 1st order in ~ (i.e. the set CI(~))}, such that 
fa(u(x)) 2 dx<~cl ~iU=l fu(Oiu) 2 dx + c2 fr(U(S))2 ds holds for every function u EM. 
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0 in LI(I). Secondly, then a constant c, independent of e, exists such that 
lim II f J  IIL2¢ ×,  - Jim II T J (c J ,H J )  - 
j---+<x~ j---*cxz 
Since the last estimate is valid for any e > 0, then 
TJ(cJ, H j) ~ T(c,H) strongly in L2(I;LZ(f2)). 
Summarizing all of these results we find that if (H',u~,c~), ~ C (0, 1) is a weak regularized 
solution, then there is a sequence indexed by j and a tetrad {H, O, u, c} satisfying the regularity 
conditions in Definition 1 such that 
OtH j --+ ~,H 
Ot C j  ----+ ~t C 
grad c j ---+ grad c 
grad TJ(cJ, H j) ~ grad 0 
Ce(C j, T(cJ, HJ)) --~ CL(C, T) 
weakly in Lz(I;H-l((2)), 
weakly in L2(I; (H1 (f2))'), 
weakly in L2(I;L2((2)), 
weakly in L2(I; L2(t2)), 
strongly in Lz(I;L2(O)), 
where O = T(c,H). 
Due to [7] for 0 = 0 it follows that the Bingham rheology leads to the Newtonian liquid, and then 
u --~ UL weakly in L2(I; V), 
~tu ~ OtUL weakly in L2(I; V'), (79) 
where by UL we denoted the solution corresponding to the liquid state. The proof of (79) is parallel 
of that of Theorem 5.1. of [7, pp. 306-307], where in addition bs(O - 0o, v) E L2(I; [L2([2)] 2) was 
assumed to be a part of body forces. 
Now we prove this assertion in more details. We proved above that for 0 > 0 a weak solution of 
a coupled two-Stefan-like problem exists in a Bingham visco-plastic rheology. It was shown, that 
in the mushy zones both phases, solid (visco-plastic) and liquid (strongly visco-plasic with low 0) 
are microscopically parallelly present. Therefore, we must show that for the threshold of plasticity 
9 tends to zero, i.e. if 0--~ 0, the Bingham visco-plastic rheology leads to the Newtonian viscous 
fluid. This means (79) is proved if 0 ~ 0. 
We proved above that 
[lullL=.:v) + I[O,UllL2<i:v,> c for all 0>0,  
where 0 is bounded. Now, let us assume that 0--~ O. Then we can take out a sequence, we denote 
it again by {u}, such that 
U--.+ W 
~tU ~ OtW 
U i ~ W i 
uiuj --> wiwj 
in L2(I; V) 
in L2(I; V') 
in L2(O × I )  
inL2(I; L2(O)), 
weakly, 
weakly, 
strongly in L2(I;L2((2)) and a.e. in Q ×/ ,  
(8o) 
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where ui, wi are components of u and/or w, where w is a solution of the Navier-Stokes problem: 
uL CL2(1; V), OtUL EL2(I; V') 
(OtUL(t), V) + fta(uL(t), V) + b(uL(t), uL(t), V) ---- (F(t ) ,  v) Vv E V, 
UL(X, to) = Uo(X), (81) 
where the coupled term was included into the body forces as above. Then, similarly as above 
b(u ,u ,v )=-b(u ,v ,u ) - - -~  - b (w,v ,w)  in L2(I) weakly, VvE V. (82) 
Let us put v = v(t), v E L2(I; V), then 
f (Otu(t), v(t) - u(t ) )  + fta(u(t),  v(t) - u(t ) )  + b(u(t) ,  u(t),  v(t))  
- (F( t ) ,  v(t) - u(t))] dt + J ( v ( t ) )  - J (u ( t ) )  >>. 0, 
then 
i [(Otu(t), v(t))  + fm(u(t ) ,  v(t))  - b(u(t) ,  v(t), u( t ) )  
- (F( t ) ,  v(t) - u(t))] dt + J ( v ( t ) )  - J (u ( t ) )  
/, l,uo,  /, /> [(~tu(t), u(t) )  + fta(u(t),  u(t))] dt ~> ½ lu(tl )12 - ~ +/~ a(u(t) ,  u(t))] dt. 
Hence, (80), (82) and since fl O j (u( t ) )dt  ~ 0, we obtain 
l [(Otw , v) + fro(w, v) - b(w, v, w) - (F, v - w)] dt 
~> lim inf ~ lu(ti)[2 _ 2 lUol2 + ~ lim inf a(u(t) ,  u(t))] dt 
>~lw(tl)l 2 1 2 
-  luol + a(w( t ) ,w( t ) ) ]d t  
: f/[(Otw, w) + fta(w(t),  w(t))] dt. 
Hence, 
l [(atw(t), v(t) - w(t ) )  + fta(w(t) ,  v(t) - w(t ) )  - b(w(t) ,  v(t), w(t ) )  
- (F ( t ) ,  v ( t )  - w(t))] dt ~> 0 Vv E L2(I; V) 
and therefore, for almost everywhere on ] 
(Otw(t), v - w(t ) )  + fta(w(t),  v - w(t ) )  - b(w(t) ,  v, w(t ) )  - (F( t ) ,  v - w(t ) )  ~ 0 Vv E V. 
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Hence, putting v ---- w(t) + a~, e~ E V, it follows 
(~tw(t),¢o) + ~a(w(t),oo) - b(w(t),co, w(t)) - (F(t),¢o))>~0 Vto E V. (83) 
As it is known (see, e.g., [36]) that the Navier-Stokes problem (81) has a unique solution, then 
from (83) it follows that 
w(t) = uc( t ) ,  
which proves (79). Moreover, due to (67) it follows that 
c3tu(t)--.OtuL(t) weakly in LZ(1; V) and .-weakly in L2(I;H). (84) 
At the end we shall prove that functions m= {mij} exist, the so-called multipliers, satisfying 
assumptions (A3), which continuously depend on 0 in a suitable topology. For this case from (43) 
we have 
f {(Otu(t), v - u(t)) + [ta(u(t), v - u(t)) + b(u(t), u(t), v - u(t)) 
+ bs(6)(t) - 6)0, v - u(t)) - (F(t), v - u(t))} dt + J(v) - J (u(t))  
=J(v )  - J (u(t))  - 20 ~[(mo,Oi j(v ) - Oij(u))] dt -X  ~>0 Vv E W, (85) 
due to the assumptions (A3)(ii),(iii), j (u)=2(mij ,Di j (u)) ,  we find 
<. 2 fo (Dij(1))Dij(v))l/2 dx =j(v )  2(mij, Dij( v ) ) 
and therefore X t> 0. 
The existence of the multipliers m o parallelly follows from the ideas of [7]. 
Let us define B(u, v)E V by 
b(u,v,w)=(B(u,v) ,w),  u,v, wE V, 
and set 
F = Otu - ~Au + B(u, u) - Fo, (86) 
where Fo=F-  b,(6) - 6)o,U), as b, (6 ) -  6)o,u)ELZ(f2) Vt. Then F EL2(I; V') and the variational 
inequality can be written in the form 
(F(t) ,v) + Oj(v) - [(F__(t),u(t)) + gj(u))] ~>0 Vv E V. (87) 
Let us put v : +2v, 2 > 0, then (87) leads to 
,~[+(F(t),v) + 0j(v)] -- [(_F(t),u(t)) + Oj(u(t))] >~0. 
Hence, putting v ---- v(t), where t ~ v(t) E L2(I; V), then integrating over t E I, we have 
2[± f (F ( t ) ,v )d t+J (v ) l - [~(F ( t ) ,u ( t ) )d t+J (u ( t ) )  1>>-0 VvEL2( I ;V) ,  V2~>0. (88) 
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Hence, 
F(t),v)dt <~J(v) VI~EL2( I ;  V), 
and 
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(89) 
f (_F(t), u(t)) dt + J(u(t)) = 0. (90) 
From (88) it follows that f/(_F(t), u(t))dt+J(u(t))40 and since, due to (89), f/[(_F(t), u(t))dt+ 
J(u(t))>>.O, then (90) is valid. 
Let us introduce the space 
Wo= {wlw= {w,j}, w,j=wj,, w,jELI(  ×1)}, 
with the norm 
[[wllwo = £×,  (wO, wij) 1/2 dxdt. 
Let P:  v--~D/j(v)= 1 ~(0jv/+ 0iVg-) be the mapping of L2(I; V) --~ Wo. Then (89) is equivalent to 
f (_F(t),  v)  dt   02'/2llPvllwo , (91) 
Applying the Hahn-Banach theorem, 9 then 
mE Wo'= {w[w= {w~j}, wo=wji, wijEL~(f2 × I)} exists 
such that 
f (_F(t),v)dt=-O2½ L×l m~jD~j(v)dxdt (92) 
and such that 
Ilmll -< 1. (93) 
It is evident hat we can take {mij} in W~ such that m~, = 0 as Du, = 0, W~ is dual to Wo. 
Eq. (93) is equivalent to mom~ j < 1 a.e. in O × I. On virtue of definition of F,  (92) is equivalent 
to 
c3jzi s + f~ = p~tv~, with zij defined by (A3)(iv). 
Using (92) then (90) is equivalent to 
fo×i mijDij(u)dx dt = J~×l(Dq(u)Dij(u))l/2dx t" 
9 Hahn-Banach t eorem: Let ¢p be a continuous linear functional defined on a linear subset M of a normed linear 
space X. Then, there exists a continuous functional c/i, defined on X, such that #(u)  = ¢p(u) for u E M and I[q~[] = ]l~p]l. 
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Hence, since due to (A3)(ii) miymij<~l a.e. in t2 x I, then 
mi/Dij(u) = (Diy(u)Diy(U)) 1/2 a.e. in f2 x L 
Moreover, (90) is equivalent to 
~tu~ + ~juiuj = ~/o + A, 
which completes this part of the proof. 
Summing all the above obtained results we proved the existence of the weak solution of  the 
problem investigated. [] 
Remark. In reality, the mushy zone is created not only by liquid and solid phases, but instead of 
the pure liquid microscopical elements of  strongly viscoplastic rocks exist, but near to the liquid 
phase and having consistency of alloy of  both phases. To determine the boundary between this 
phase and the solid visco-plastic phase is very difficult and can be determined by the determina- 
tion of the threshold of  plasticity 0, determining it by the voluminic fractions of  both phases, the 
visco-plastic and the strongly visco-plastic with a low threshold of  plasticity, so that fs  + fL = 1. 
The dependence of the pressure and the temperature plays a fundamental role as shown in the 
phase diagrams. Therefore, the future problems must be studied with physical coefficients depending 
on the temperature and the pressure. Solving the problem (3~ccnth)v numerically, then we find the 
pressure p directly (as a result of  the Uzawa algorithm) and then put it into the physical param- 
eters of rocks. The temperature will be obtained as a solution of the thermal part of  the problem. 
By such a way we can study directly influences of  temperatures and pressures in anomalous zones 
of  the Earth as well as in anomalous conditions of  technologic problems. 
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